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In this novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, diamonds can be a girl's

best friend...or her worst enemy. She couldn't remember a thing, not even who she was. But it was

clear Bailey James was in trouble. Big trouble. And she desperately needed private eye Cade Parris

to help her find out just what kind. Surely she wasn't a criminal--but then what on earth was she

doing with a bag full of cash and a stunning blue diamond as big as a baby's fist?
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Cade Parris is a P.I. with sexy green eyes and the body to turn any woman's head. He works in a

dingy office, when one afternoon a new client walks in the door and his life changes forever. Bailey

James has no idea who she is and hires Cade to help he solve the mystery. She as a cloth bag with

over a million dollars, a gun and a very large natural blue diamond and Cade takes it to make it the

Hidden Star in his safe.For Cade it was love at first sight and for Bailey it was almost as fast but she

wanted to find out who she was first and what secrets were hiding in her past. Step by step Cade

unravels the mystery and turns the first of the three blue diamonds and the money over to the

police.The mystery man behind the thief of the three blue diamonds know as 'The Stars of Mithra' is

still at large and the other two stones are out with Bailey's two friends. I look forward to the next two

book in this trilogy.

This is a good, quick summer read. Not as good as some of Nora Roberts previous books but not



bad either. I enjoyed it and liked the characters. Am starting the second one in the series, so it will

be interesting to see if the plot gets better.

Bailey James walked into PI Cade Parris' office with a bag of money, a 38 cal. gun and a very large

blue diamond. Problem is she has no memory of who she is or how she came to be in possession

of these things. Cade is instantly in love with her and she feels a very strong attraction to him. She

has very dark nightmares that give her bits and pieces. She is afraid she has stolen the stuff, maybe

killed someone and she wants Cade to help her find the answers before going to the police.Cade

protects her, and going step by step, starts putting the pieces back together. Bailey is extremely

honest and trusting. Cade believes she is innocent. Call it a hunch. The blue diamond is one of

three. She has mailed the other two to her two most trusted friends which has now placed them in

danger. Someone wants those diamonds back at any cost. One person is already dead. An

interesting who-dun-nit. Book one in a series of 3. I would recommend it.

I really enjoyed this book & can't wait to read another one. I've actually read book 3, so now I need

to read book 2! I have thoroughly enjoyed this series so far. I usually enjoy Nora Roberts books.

This should be a one book series. I skipped through most of the silly romance looking for a story

line. Finally found it at the end. Wasn't worth the wait.

All about magnetism. Little depth. Then, leaves you hanging to buy the next book to see what

happens. Check out "The Host" a book written by the writer of The Twilight Sagas"

Quick Read. Great for travel reading. Not so engrossing that you can't stop at any point and pick it

up later.

I hadn't read Nora Roberts in a long time. After I purchased this book, I was afraid that I'd already

read it, even though it wasn't on my list of books that I've read by her. I read a few reviews that said

she is re-releasing her books with different names, so you don't know if you've read it or not. But

this one I had not read and enjoyed it very much. It ended with a cliff hanger - so I'm waiting for a

good deal on book #2!
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whole Star Sphere, and showing over 9000 Stars, Nebulae, and Clusters; with Descriptive Lists of

Objects mostly suitable for Small Telescopes; Notes on Planets, Star Nomenclature, etc. Stars!
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